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THE CARRION CABAL'S  ANIMOSITY AND MALICE

Ever since Mufti A.K.Hoosen had adopted the stance of the Haqq – to proclaim the Haqq – to declare
SANHA's certified chickens and the chickens certified by all carrion halaalizers HARAAM, the Carrion
Cabal consisting of Navlakhi and Lockhat, has become his enemy. Listening to the Haqq was anathema
for them.

In an insane  and desperate desire to  stifle the Haqq which Mufti A.K.Hoosen was  propagating on the
carrion chicken issue, and in vengeful craving to humiliate him, the Carrion Cabal  sought relief and
protection from the non-Muslim forum, Broadcasting Complaints Commission of South Africa. Prior to
the Carrion Cabal's  letter of complaint to the BCCSA, this miserable carrion halaalizing clique resorted
to the despicable  stunt of enlisting treacherous support against Mufti A.K.Hoosen from his own students
– students to whom Mufti A.K.Hoosen had imparted the Ilm of the Shariah stemming from the Qur'aan
Majeed.

The four students of Mufti A.K.Hoosen  are members of  SANHA's puppet, toothless, spineless 'ulama
council' whose only function is to sign and rubber stamp the instructions  barked  by the Carrion Cabal.
Besides, this despicable function, the  puppet 'ulama' council has no other duty. The four students who
have been compelled by the Carrion Cabal to become  treacherous turncoats against their Ustaadh, Mufti
A.K.Hoosen are: Junaid Adam, Ismail Allie, Rafique Hasan and Yusuf Patel. These four treacherous
KILAAB, under command of Navlakhi were ordered to sign a letter of complaint against Mufti
A.K.Hoosen. There was no meeting of the puppet 'ulama' council, and no other meeting of the Carrion
organization. The Carrion Cabal prepared the letter and simply thrust it into faces of  the puppet 'ulama'
council members  for appending their signatures. The aforementioned four Kilaab, bowing to the
command of Navlakhi, took to the path of treachery, and committed the major sin of  endorsing  the
Carrion Cabal's letter in condemnation of their Ustaadh.

It is indeed mind-boggling to behold the level of  treacherous degeneration to which  these 'molvi'
students have descended. Bereft of the slightest vestige of Khauf (Fear) for Allah Ta'ala, this group of
Kilaab deemed it appropriate and honourable to support the Carrion Cabal against their Ustaadh. They
most ungratefully bit the hand that had  spiritually fed them for years. They come within the purview of
the adage: "Fatten your dog (so that) it can devour you." The four Kilaab have  taken it upon themselves
to treacherously devour their Ustaadh with the aid of the Carrion Cable.

Have they forgotten or have they selected to deliberately forget and ignore what Rasulullah (sallallahu
alayhi wasallam) had said regarding the Ustaadh-Shaagird (Student) relationship? Nabi-e-Kareem
(sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said that he who teaches you one word of Ilm is your master and you are
his slave. But these four treacherous slaves have become ungrateful Kilaab insanely  craving to devour
their Ustaadh to  satisfy the  inordinate vengeful dictates of the Carrion Cabal. The following is the text of
the letter of complaint which Navlakhi ordered the Kilaab to obsequiously  endorse:



Letter to station master of channel Islam

(end of letter)



When this letter was sent the first time to the puppet 'ulama' council for rubber stamping,  the following
names appeared as the writers:

Moulana Ismail Allie - Majlisud Da'wa wal Islah
Reverend Abrahamm Bham - No Name Brand Jamiat of Fordsburg (the bogus Jamiatul

Ulama S.A.)
Moulana Junaid Adam - Council of Ulama Eastern Cape (Dealer in tons of carrion

chickens)
Mufti Zubair Bhayat - Darush Shaitaan (the so-called Darul Ihsan of Durban)
Mr.Tony Ebrahim Essop - Darul Waqaf  (Convicted and sentenced)
Moulana M. Suliman - Central Islamic Trust
Moulana Rafeek A.Hassan - Northern Cape Halaal Board
Moulana Igsaan Abrahams - Jamiatul Ulama Western Cape.

The three highlighted names plus Yusuf Patel of Middleburg, shairman of SANHA, are the students of
Mufti A.K.Hoosen. These four are the Kilaab who have treacherously poised themselves to devour their
Ustaadh.

It has reached us that Moulana Igsaan Abrahamas of Jamiatul Ulama Western Cape, although not a
student of Mufti  A.K.Hoosen, had rejected the Carrion Cable's letter, refusing to sign it.  The above letter
of complaint was sent to Channel Islam without the names of the individual members who represent the
puppet ulama bodies. It is not known  if any  of the characters mentioned above, besides Moulana Ighsaan
Abrahams, had signed or  refused to sign. Nevertheless, the names of the organizations they represent
appear as the senders of the letter. The name of Jamiatul Ulama Western Cape has been deleted in view of
the Jamiat's rejection of the  haraam treacherous letter. It is also not  yet known why  the names of the
individuals have been deleted since the first letter had all the names of those who had been instructed to
sign  on behalf of their tinpot 'ulama' bodies.

The Carrion Cabal has degenerated to an exceptionally low ebb to grovel in sewer drains. It has most
dishonourably compelled  the students of Mufti A.K.Hoosen to devour him. What  shame and what
conscience can be expected from those who halaalize  and devour carrion? In supporting the Carrion
Cabal, the group of Kilaab treacherously ignored  the sacred Ustaadh-Shaagird  relationship which
Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) had established.  The Kilaab have  shamelessly  bared their
poisonous fangs for their Ustaadh at the behest of the Carrion Cable. These treacherous Kilaab will not
escape the  dreadful consequences of their treachery. The only hope for them is to  fall at the feet of their
Ustaadh to seek  forgiveness for  a treachery which totally blocks the spiritual channel between Ustaadh
and Student.



The following is the letter of complaint which the Carrion Cabal sent to the BSSCA:



(end of letter)

From the Shariah's perspective there is absolutely not a single  valid complaint. Does a Muslim,
especially one who claims to be an 'Aalim', complain to a kuffaar entity if  the Ustaadh compares his own
student to a kalb? The student who takes offence and becomes annoyed with his Ustaadh  merely
because the Ustaadh says that he is a kalb, is indeed a despicable  epistasis,  rotten  to the core and beyond
the core. The student is the slave of his Ustaad according to Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam). This
is the Islamic concept of the Ustaadh-Student relationship. A student who does not recognize and
understand this concept is worse than a kalb. He is a khinzeer according to the Hadith. Such khanaazeer
who betray their Ustaadh come fully within the glare of the Hadith in which Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi
wasallam) said: "He who  imparts Ilm (Knowledge of the Deen) to someone who is (naturally) unqualified
(for bearing this sacred Amaanat)   is like one who garlands khanaazer with diamonds, pearls and
gold." This is the appropriate epithet for the four treacherous  Students of Mufti A.K.Hoosen.

We warn this vile convecticle of Kilaab and Khanaazeer that failing to hasten with appropriate amends
at the feet of their Ustaadh, the repercussions for them will be gruesome, and for which they will not have
to wait for Maut or the Aakhirah.



The arrogant puerility and  the vinous  vindictiveness   disgorged by the Carrion Cable in the letter of
haraam complaint to the BCCSA (see above) vividly expose the malice of the corrupt juhala who operate
the Carrion Cable.  A substantial portion of the arrant nonsense in the letter is a laughable attempt  by the
Carrion Cabal to project for themselves an image of  nobility, responsibility and to  convey to the non-
Muslim BCCSA that they (the members of the Carrion Cabal) enjoy a lofty pedestal of authority and
acceptance in the universal Muslim community when in fact, the exact opposite  is the reality.  This
hallucinated reputation of this clique of carrion halaalizers  lies in the sewer drains torn into shreds by
perennial exposure of their  haraam carrion and pork dealings under cover of haraam 'halaal'' certificates.

Apart from the abortive projection of  the hallucinated 'lofty' status, they accuse Mufti A.K.Hoosen of
innuendo and untruths, and of having ''denigrated  'our' (i.e. the Cabal Carrion's) chairman by comparison
with a dog".  If it is assumed that these accusations are factual, does the Imaan of molvies or of even
ordinary Muslims who have  a proper understanding Islamic Morality (Akhlaaq) dictate   procession to a
kuffaar forum to seek relief  for issues  about which the Qur'aan instructs: "Ward off evil with that which
is better, for then the animosity between you and him (the adversary) will be transformed into  warm
friendship."

This is the  dispute resolution  commanded by the Qur'aan Majeed. Allah Ta'ala promises in this aayat
that if gheebat and buhtaan (slander) are countered with goodness, i.e. with Salaam and  Dua, etc., then
the animosity will be substituted with  warm and true friendship. But, instead of  adopting this Qur'aanic
prescription, the  Carrion Cable supported by  its Kilaab molvies with their rubber stamps which operate
under Navlakhi's command, shoves aside the Qur'aan Majeed, and hastens to the kuffaar BCCSA entity
for kuffaar resolution, blissfully forgetting the sternest of warnings sounded in the Qur'aan Hakeem:

"Those who do not decide according to that (Shariah)
revealed by Allah, verily, they are the kaafiroon.".

It is the malice  which  has incorrigibly  corrupted  the heart with a blindness that prevents from
understanding the Qur'aan and its Ta'leemaat, and which has culminated in the paroxysmal letter of
complaint directed to the non-Muslim forum.  For Navlakhi, Lockhat and the quadripartite of  ungrateful
Kilaab, the Qur'aan Hakeem interrogatively poses:

What! Do you search for the  law of Jaahiliyyah! (such as the law of
kuffaar courts and semi-courts, e.g. BCCSA).

In rebellious response to Allah's condemnatory warning, the Navlakhi-Lockhat Carrion Cabal  howls:
Yes, we shall search for a balm for our  injured pride at the BCCSA forum!

The claim of 'denigration by comparison with a  dog" is most despicable. That the Carrion Cabal's
'chairman' , viz. Molvi Yusuf Patel, in the context of the sacrosanct Ustaadh-Shaagird is indeed a KALB
posed to devour his Ustaadh, there is no doubt. A student  who  has resolved to flagrantly revile and
humiliate  his Ustaadh in   the kuffaar forum and the community as a whole to  ensure  the perpetuation of
whatever perks the Carrion Cabal is doling out to him,  is a vile copro-epistasis egregiously abusing the
Huqooq of his Ustaadh. Undoubtedly such a horrible specimen of ingratitude  is  mildly  and
reprimandingly depicted as a Kalb. It is haraam for a student to take offence and to regard such a validly
lawful  rebuke in terms of the Shariah as being denigration and insult. If this Kalb's brains  are not
irrevocably vermiculated, he will not fail to discern the naseehat of a shafeeq (affectionate) Ustaadh in
the mild rebuke stemming from the aggrieved heart of his superior – a superior who according to
Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) is the master while the Kalb is his  slave in all aspects barring the
Fiqhi domain.

A volume can be filled  in response and refutation of the vindictive rubbish with which the Carrion
Cabal has overloaded its  stupid letter of complaint. But, for the moment the issue of  further response
shall be left in abeyance, and shall be continued, Insha-Allah, in the light of  further moves by the Carrion
Cabal and  its  puppet organ of the quadripartite of Kilaab.



Deeming it sagacious, the United Ulama Council of South Africa (UUCSA), sent the
following letter to the BCCSA:

(end of letter)



UUCSA,  upholding the Qur'aanic principle of establishing peace between  Muslim
adversaries, wrote the following  conciliatory letter of naseehat to SANHA:



(end of letter)



Arrogantly responding to this letter,  the Kalb, Yusuf Patel, wrote:

(end of letter)



In response, UCCSA wrote:

(End of letter)



(end of letter)



On 10 January 2014, UUCSA once more wrote to the BCCSA:

………………………………………
……………………………………No.7…….

Letter  dated 10 January 2014

(End of letter)

The Muslim community shall, Insha-Allah, be kept informed of further developments in this Carrion
Saga initiated by the   Navlakhi-Lockhat Carrion Cabal aided and abetted by  the poppet, quadripartite of
Kilaab

8 Rabiul Awwal 1435 – 10 January 2014.

(end of letter)


